Dates — a powerful set for dates with regular expressions

This set lets you access dates and times with the power to manipulate them quickly.


Numbers
You can expand to any date—formatted as {day of the week} {ISO-date} (ex. Sunday 2021-02-28)—using the pattern "d", then an offset like "-10" or "+3" for 10 days ago or 3 days from now, respectively. Note that the "+" is optional, and if omitted, it's presumed that the number listed is supposed to be "ahead". Additionally, the number itself is optional, and if you omit it, it's presumed to be zero (i.e. "today"). If you don't want the day of the week, you simply precede the pattern with "i", which stands for ISO, indicating you only want the ISO-date.
If today is Sunday 2021-02-14, then
	d-2/ → Friday 2021-02-12
	d10/ → Wednesday 2021-02-24
	id-1/ → 2021-02-13
	d/ → Sunday 2021-02-14
	id/ → 2021-02-14

Days of the Week
In addition to numbers, you can use days of the week, encoded using the following characters for Monday through Sunday: m, t, w, r, f, s, and u. (Note that's "r" for Thursday and "u" for Sunday.) These chain, so you can use multiple, and they're applied successively. It lets you jump to "this Wednesday", "the Tuesday after this Friday", "two Thursdays from now", etc. Note that the plus sign is optional (like above) and could lead to some unexpected behavior, such as "dr/" expanding to the date for "this Thursday". (It kind of looks like "doctor slash".) If you want to make the + or - required, just remove the "?" that comes right after the parenthesis for that part of the pattern: "…([+-])?…". Additionally note that the "precede with i" option isn't available here, since it's presumed that if you're jumping dates by days of the week, you'll want the day of the week in there.
	d-u/ → Sunday 2021-02-07
	d+ww/ → Wednesday 2021-02-24
	dr/ → Thursday 2021-02-18

Today
You can also use "tod/", "tom/", and "yes/" and shortcuts for "today", "tomorrow", and "yesterday" (case will adjust), which then puts the day of the week and date right next to it. Like with the day of the week, the "precede with i" is not an option.
	tod/ → today (Sunday 2021-02-14)
	Yes/ → Yesterday (Saturday 2021-02-13)

Offsets
Everything above can be modified back and forward by a day and week, by proceeding the expansion with + or - (one day) and < or > (one week). It will respect the "format" of what you're adjusting to maintain it as best as possible. You can do this multiple times since it's based on the format of the expanded date, so you can jump forward a week, then back a day, then forward another week, etc.
	Today (Sunday 2021-02-14)-
		→ Yesterday (Saturday 2021-02-13)
	Monday 2021-03-01+
		→ Tuesday 2021-03-02
	2021-02-16>
		→ 2021-02-23

Possessive
If you need to make something possessive ("...tomorrow's (Monday 2021-02-15) agenda will include..."), then you just add an apostrophe after the expansion. It's expected that you do this step (add the possessive) after any adjustments above (day and week offsets). If you try to offset, after adding a possessive, the behavior is erratic.
	tomorrow (Monday 2021-02-15)'
		→ tomorrow's (Monday 2021-02-15)
	Monday 2021-02-15'
		→ Monday's 2021-02-15

Reversal
If you want to reverse the day of the week and the date, you can proceed it with an "r". It's expected that you do this step (the reversal) after any adjustments above (day and week offsets) and after the possessive addition, if used. If you try to offset or "possess", after reversing, it likely won't work.
	Monday 2021-02-15r
		→ 2021-02-15 Monday

Patterns
The definitions below help simplify some of the RegEx by providing a day of the week, an ISO format for date pattern, and a pattern for "today-tomorrow-yesterday".
	DOW=(?:(?:Mon|Tues|Wednes|Thurs|Fri|Satur|Sun)day);
	YMD=(?:\d{4}-\d{2}-\d{2});
	TTY=(?:[Tt]oday|[Tt]omorrow|[Yy]esterday);
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